ABSTRACT
1.INTRODUCTION
This paper describes a system that uses cross-language information retrieval (CLIR) methods and NLP to provide search engines with capability of automatic, relevant intelligent bilingual search. Here we want to introduce the intelligence constructing different Bengali grammar rules or semantic by automata. Bilingual Machine Readable Dictionaries is a good alternative. We have used a Bengali-English pair as an application for the conducted experiments. Here is a big issue for which we have used frequency patterns to count the relevancy avoiding exceptional cases by programming logic. Though the complete implementation of rules of Bengali Grammar is a very big job we here introduced to recognize the sense of sentences from the different forms of verb from SOV (Subject Object Verb) pattern of Parts of Speech. Here we detected that verbs are playing great role to detect the sense of a sentence so we emphasis on verb of a sentence and detection of suffix form of Verb list. The whole process can be summarized as:Feature terms are first extracted from Web documents for each category in the source and target languages. The CLIR methods are implemented to the search sentences. After that, we use further measures to evaluate ranked retrieval results, thus, developing reliable and informative test collections. We have used frequency patterns to count the relevancy avoiding exceptional cases by programming logic. Given a variety of keyword occurrences in a document, the goal is to choose fragments, which are:
(i) Maximally informative about the discussion of those terms in the document. (ii)
Self-contained enough as to be easy to read, and (iii) Short enough to fit within the normally strict constraints on the space available for summaries. The system would be useful for Web users, expanding the international scope of the Web. 1) Bengali Data dictionary creation. 1. Data dictionary is created mainly keeping mind to detect the words of Bengali parts of speech (like Nouns, Adjectives, Verb, and Adverb). 2. These words are included in our data dictionary separately in their combinational form of Unicode Characters (The Unicode Standard 5.0).
2.CLIR METHODS

The present Data Dictionary is created in HTML files
as it provide us an easy way to examine the combinational form of the Unicode Characters whether they correctly represent the "Bengali" words as it is the Standard Dictionary or not. 2) Parsing according to the parts of speech. The main reasons behind Parsing (Dividing) are:
1) There are various forms of the parts of speech in Bengali, which are required to parse so that we can detect the suffixes, prefixes and/or inflections at the end of the words and detect the stop word list.
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2) Dividing the search sentences enables a structured way of look since the words are categorized into Nouns, Verbs, Adverbs and Adjectives.
3)
Creation of Stop Word List. 1. The main purpose of using such stop word list is to separate the non useful words like Conjunctions, Prepositions, Articles, Suffix, and Prefix etc from the query. So that main meaningful Root words can be identified and search can be made using the selected root words. 3) Construction of rules according to Bengali Grammar 1) We detected the list of total 110 suffixes that are user after verb in Bengali and which create sense of tense in Bengali sentences.Among those 110 suffix 44 are not used in today"s Bengali and called "SADHU" another 66 suffixes are used which are called "CHALIT" in Bengali grammar. Among those "CHALIT" suffixes some are most frequently used and some are used rarely. 2) There are some specific forms in Bengali to determine first, second and third person singular number or plural number and depending upon those some specific suffixes are used,similar like English grammar.The corresponding suffixes are fixed for particular subject term such as when subject is first person singular like "AMI" means I the tense form of go verb "JABO","JAI" , JACHCHI" etc are used but is not used in case of subject is second person singular like "TUMI" means you . So the suffixes forms are fixed for subject person. words are treated as Stop Word. f) We design a finite state Automata which is described below to detect the sense of a particular sentence in Bengali Language. Finite Automata:
 Σ is the input alphabet (a finite, non-empty set of symbols).  S is a finite, non-empty set of states.  s 0 is an initial state, an element of S.
Bengali-English Relevant Cross Lingual Information Access Using Finite Automata  δ is the state-transition function: .  F is the set of final states, a (possibly empty) subset of S.  Σ  {a,b,c,d,…} Where , a  Checking condition whether contaminated with some specific suffix term in verb. b  Checking condition whether contaminated with some specific suffix term in verb. c  Checking condition whether contaminated with some specific suffix term in verb and determine the subject set in first person. d  Checking condition whether contaminated with some specific suffix term in verb and determine the subject set in second person . e Checking condition whether contaminated with some specific suffix term in verb and determine the subject set in third person. e Checking condition whether contaminated with some specific suffix term in verb and determine the subject set in third person. f  Checking condition whether contaminated with some specific suffix term in verb and determine the subject set in first person present tense form. g  Checking condition whether contaminated with some specific suffix term in verb and determine the subject set in first person past tense form. h Checking condition whether contaminated with some specific suffix term in verb and determine the subject set in first person future tense form. i Checking condition whether contaminated with some specific suffix term in verb and determine the subject set in second person present tense form. j  Checking condition whether contaminated with some specific suffix term in verb and determine the subject set in second person past tense form. k  Checking condition whether contaminated with some specific suffix term in verb and determine the subject set in second person future tense form. l  Checking condition whether contaminated with some specific suffix term in verb and determine the subject set in third person present tense form. m  Checking condition whether contaminated with some specific suffix term in verb and determine the subject set in third person past tense form. n  Checking condition whether contaminated with some specific suffix term in verb and determine the subject set in third person future tense form.  S  {s 0 , S 1, , S 2 ,C,D} S 1 -"SADHU" form of Bengali language, S 2 -"CHALIT" form of Bengali Language, S 3 -Verb form used with subject set in first person. S 4 -Verb form used with subject set in Second person. S 5 -Verb form used with subject set in Third person. S 6 -Verb form used with subject set in first person present tense form. S 7 -Verb form used with subject set in first person past tense form. S 8 -Verb form used with subject set in first person future tense form. S 9 -Verb form used with subject set in second person present tense form. S 10 -Verb form used with subject set in second person past tense form. S 11 -Verb form used with subject set in second person future tense form. S 12 -Verb form used with subject set in Third person future tense form. S 13 -Verb form used with subject set in Third person future tense form. S 14 -Verb form used with subject set in Third person future tense form. 2)
The link is referred to the particular HTML file address of the repository and gets the document retrieved from the repository. 6. Indexing and Ranking using Relevancy 1) The retrieved documents are indexed first with out relevancy checking.
2) The indexed documents are ranked according to their relevancy.
CONCLUSION
As Bengali is a well-known and renowned language and Bengali versed population in our country is very high if we can facilitate cross language translation from Bengali to English and vise versa we can achieve to the goal of information searching by religion language and motivate general people toward the use of Information Technology.
FUTURE SCOPE
Relevancy should be a highly sensitive issue in this regard so if we concentrate in this regard and work with large corpora then the system will be checked or tested or verified but for that we need financial help from Government or Corporate House who are interested in this field.
